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TWO-PIECE BASKET CARRIER 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to basket-style carriers for carrying 
articles such as beverage bottles. More particularly, it relates 
to a basket-style carrier designed to carry relatively large 
numbers of articles. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Basket-style carriers are commonly employed to package 
beverage bottles. A conventional arrangement includes 
opposite side panels spaced from a center handle partition to 
form an article receiving area on each side of the handle 
partition. A separate cell is commonly provided for each 
bottle by dividers extending betWeen the handle partition 
and the side panels. Normally, the carriers are fabricated 
from a blank Which is folded and glued into collapsed carrier 
form, after Which the collapsed carrier is erected and loaded 
With bottles. When designed to carry four to eight bottles, 
the ?nished package is strong and easy to carry, providing 
sufficient rigidity so that When picked up and carried there 
is no sagging or other suggestion of Weakness. 

Problems of rigidity arise, hoWever, When greater num 
bers of bottles, for example tWelve, are packaged in a carrier 
of conventional design. The length of the carrier must be 
extended to such an extent that the carrier can give an 
impression of ?imsiness When picked up, even though it 
may have suf?cient strength to support the load. This could 
be reduced someWhat by forming the carrier from thicker 
paperboard stock, but that Would increase the cost of the 
carrier and still Would not entirely overcome the inherent 
tendency of an elongated carrier to feel less than rigid When 
lifted and carried. 

It Would be highly desirable to provide a carrier capable 
of holding large numbers of bottles or other articles Which 
not only is strong enough to support the load but provides a 
feeling of rigidity When lifted and carried. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The article carrier of the invention can be made large 
enough to accommodate more than the number of articles 
normally packaged in a basket carrier Without reducing 
desired levels of rigidity and strength. It is comprised of tWo 
substantially identical carrier units, each carrier unit having 
an end panel and an opposite handle panel ply connected to 
a bottom panel and opposite side panels connected to both 
the end panel and the handle panel. The handle panel plies 
of the carrier units are adhered to each other in face-to-face 
relationship, Whereby the handle panel of the article carrier 
is comprised of the combined thicknesses of the handle 
panel ply of each carrier unit, With the side and bottom 
panels of each carrier unit lying in substantially the same 
planes as the respective side and bottom panels of the other 
carrier unit. 

In a preferred arrangement the handle panel plies of the 
carrier units not only include handle openings, Which are 
aligned in the handle panel of the article carrier, but also 
foldably connected handle ?aps, each containing a handle 
opening. The handle ?ap of each carrier unit is folded 
against the associated handle panel ply and the handle 
opening of the ?ap is aligned With the handle opening of the 
associated handle panel ply, Whereby the handle of the 
article carrier is comprised of four plies. In the preferred 
arrangement, the end panel of each carrier unit includes a 
cutout area from Which the handle ?ap of the carrier unit has 
been formed. 
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2 
Article receiving areas may be provided by including a 

partition panel in each carrier unit betWeen the end panel 
thereof and the handle panel ply. These areas may further be 
divided into cells by including dividers extending from the 
partition panels to the end panels and the handle panel. 

The carrier is quite strong and rigid, even though large 
numbers of heavy articles, such as tWelve beverage bottles, 
for example, are packaged in it. The carrier is economical to 
produce and simple to assemble. 

These and other features and aspects of the invention Will 
be readily ascertained from the detailed description of the 
preferred embodiment described beloW. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 is a pictorial vieW of a basket-style carrier incor 
porating the features of the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a plan vieW of the carrier; 
FIG. 3 is a pictorial vieW of tWo carrier units Which make 

up a ?nished carrier; 

FIG. 4 is a plan vieW of a blank for forming a carrier unit; 

FIG. 5 is a plan vieW of the carrier blank after initial 
folding and gluing steps have been performed; 

FIG. 6 is a plan vieW of the carrier blank after further 
folding and gluing steps have been performed; and 

FIG. 7 is a plan vieW of a collapsed carrier resulting from 
?nal folding and gluing steps; 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

Referring to FIG. 1, the basket-style carrier 10 of the 
invention includes opposite elongated side panels 12 con 
nected by fold lines 14 to opposite end panels 16. Extending 
betWeen the side panels are a centrally located handle panel 
18 and tWo partition panels 20, each located midWay 
betWeen the handle panel 18 and the end panels 16. This 
arrangement forms article-receiving areas 21 on each side of 
the partition panels. The handle panel 18, Which incorpo 
rates a handle opening 22, and the partition panels 20 are 
parallel to the end panels. Each end panel includes a cutout 
portion or notch 24 extending doWn from the upper edge of 
the end panels. In addition, individual cells in the article 
receiving areas are formed by dividers 26 and 28 Which 
extend from the partition panels 20 to the handle panel 18 
and the end panels 16. As shoWn in FIG. 2, the illustrated 
arrangement incorporates tWo equally spaced dividers in 
each article-receiving area, resulting in tWelve cells arranged 
in three roWs of four cells each. 

Referring to FIG. 3, according to the invention the carrier 
10 is formed from tWo identical carrier units 30, each 
comprised of an end panel 16 connected by side panel 
sections 32 and 34 to handle ply 18‘. Each carrier unit 30 is 
shoWn just prior to the handle plies 18‘ being adhered to each 
other by adhesive, shoWn in stipple. The handle openings 22 
in each handle ply are aligned in the ?nished carrier 10. 

Referring to FIG. 4, Wherein like reference numerals to 
those used in FIGS. 1—3 denote like elements, a blank 36 for 
forming a carrier unit 30 is shoWn as being of generally 
rectangular shape except for outWardly extending ?aps. 
Preferably, the blank is formed from paperboard of the type 
conventionally used in the carrier industry. At the right side 
of the blank a pair of partition panel plies 20‘ are connected 
to each other by fold line 37 and to one pair of side panel 
sections 32 and 34 by fold lines 38. At the left side of the 
blank a pair of riser panel ?aps 40 are connected to each 
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other by fold line 41 and to another pair of side panel 
sections 32 and 34 by fold lines 42. The side panel sections 
32 are connected by fold lines 14 to end panel section 16, 
While the side panel sections 34 are connected by fold lines 
44 to handle ply 18‘. Abottom panel ?ap 46 is connected to 
the end panel section 16 by fold line 48, and a bottom panel 
glue ?ap 50 is connected to the handle panel ply 18‘ by fold 
line 52. The side panel sections 32 are separated from the 
side panel sections 34 by slit 54, Which also separates the 
end panel section 16 from the handle ply 18‘. The portion of 
the slit 54 separating the end panel section 16 from the 
handle ply 18‘ includes a transverse portion Which forms the 
notch 24 in the end panel section 16. This arrangement also 
forms a handle panel ?ap 56 of the same siZe and shape as 
the notch, Which is connected to the handle panel ply 18‘ by 
fold line 58. Both the handle panel ply 18‘ and the handle 
panel ?ap 56 contain a handle opening 22. The fold lines 37, 
41 and 58 and portions of the slit 54 are aligned, as are the 
fold lines 14 and 44. 

Each partition panel ply 20‘ includes divider ?aps 26 and 
28, Which are connected to the plies by fold lines 59 and 60, 
respectively. The divider ?ap 26 in the partition panel ply 
connected to side panel section 34 is de?ned by fold line 59, 
slits 62, Which extend from the ends of fold line 59, 
interrupted fold line 64 and slit 66, Which extends betWeen 
the interrupted portions of fold line 64. A glue ?ap 68 
extending outWardly from the divider ?ap 26 is connected to 
the divider ?ap 26 by the interrupted fold line 64 and is 
partially de?ned by the slit 66. The associated divider ?ap 28 
is de?ned by fold line 60, slits 70, Which extend from the 
ends of fold line 60, and the portion of the fold line 59 
betWeen the slits 70. A glue ?ap 71 is formed by slit 72 and 
a portion of fold line 59. A similar arrangement is provided 
in the partition panel ply connected to side panel section 32, 
except that one edge of the divider ?ap 26 is formed by an 
edge of the partition panel ply and not by a slit. 
A reinforcement ?ap 74 is connected by interrupted fold 

line 76 to the partition panel ply 20‘ connected to the side 
panel section 34. The fold line 76 is aligned With and 
interrupted by the slits 62 and 70. Also, bottom panel 
latching tabs 78 are connected to riser panel ?aps 40 by fold 
lines 80, and bottom panel ?ap 46 includes a centrally 
located notch or recess 82 in the edge nearest the riser panel 
?aps. In addition, the bottom panel ?ap includes a transverse 
fold line 84 extending across the ?ap from the notch. 

To form a carrier unit from the blank 36 adhesive is ?rst 
applied to the handle ?ap 56 and the divider glue ?aps 68 
and 71, as shoWn in stipple in FIG. 4. The handle ?ap is then 
pivoted about the fold line 58 and adhered to the handle ply 
18‘, after Which the partition panel plies 20‘ are pivoted about 
the fold lines 38 and the divider glue ?aps are adhered to the 
handle panel ply 18‘ and the end panel section 16. At the end 
of these steps, the partially folded blank appears as in FIG. 
5. 

Adhesive is then applied to the riser panel ?aps 40, as 
shoWn in stipple in FIG. 5. Next, the partition panel rein 
forcement ?ap 74 is ?rst pivoted about the fold line 76 and 
the side panel sections 32 and 34 connected to the riser panel 
?aps are then folded over about fold lines 14 and 44 to bring 
the blank to the interim arrangement illustrated in FIG. 6. At 
this point the riser panel ?aps are adhered to the partition 
panel plies 20‘ and the riser panel ?ap 40 associated With the 
side panel section 34 is adhered to the folded partition panel 
reinforcement ?ap 74. 

The bottom panel ?ap 46 is then pivoted about fold line 
84 and adhesive is applied to one of the riser panel ?aps 40 
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4 
and the associated partition panel ply, as indicated by the 
stippling in FIG. 6. When the blank is folded about the fold 
lines 41 and 37 to form the collapsed carrier half of FIG. 7, 
the riser panel ?aps 40 are adhered together to form a 
tWo-ply riser panel, the partition panel plies 20‘ are adhered 
together to form the partition panel 20 and the reinforcement 
?ap 74 is adhered to both the riser panel and the partition 
panel. The partition panel can thus be said to include the 
riser panel and the reinforcement ?ap in its structure. To 
complete the collapsed carrier of FIG. 7, the bottom panel 
?ap 46 is folded about the fold line 84 and is connected to 
the glue ?ap 50 to form the bottom panel. 

To form the carrier 10 of FIG. 1, tWo collapsed carrier 
units are erected by applying opposing pressure to the end 
fold lines 14, 44 and 38 as is Well knoWn in the art. As the 
folded bottom panel unfolds during this operation, the 
latching tabs 78 Will automatically move into the notch 82 
in the bottom panel to prevent the bottom panel from again 
collapsing. The carrier unit can freely rest on the bottom 
panel in this state, inasmuch as the fold lines 80 of the 
latching tabs permit the latching tabs to fold over betWeen 
the carrier bottom and the supporting surface. The handle 
panel plies 18‘ of the erected carrier units are then coated 
With adhesive, as indicated by the stippling in FIG. 3, and 
adhered together to form the ?nished carrier. The handle 
panel plies 18‘ are noW in the center of the ?nished carrier, 
forming the tWo-ply handle panel 18 of the carrier 10. 
The invention permits large numbers of articles to be 

carried in a basket-type carrier Without making the carrier an 
aWkWardly long length. For example, in the illustrated 
embodiment the carrier is designed to hold tWelve beverage 
bottles arranged so that the carrier is basically only four 
bottle diameters long. This arrangement, plus the tWo-ply 
handle panel and the four-ply handle area, give the carrier 
the strength and rigidity necessary to not only prevent 
sagging, but to prevent the impression of sagging as Well. 
The thickness of the paperboard depicted in the draWings 

has been exaggerated for the purpose of clarity. In actuality 
it Would not appear as great. 

It Will be appreciated that the carrier units and the carrier 
itself are relatively simple and economical to produce and 
form. It Will also be apparent that although the invention has 
been described in connection With a carrier designed for 
holding bottles, it applies equally to carriers designed to hold 
other types of articles instead. Further, it is contemplated 
that the invention need not necessarily be limited to all the 
speci?c details described in connection With the preferred 
embodiment, but that changes to certain features of the 
preferred embodiment Which do not alter the overall basic 
function and concept of the invention may be made Without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention de?ned 
in the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A basket-style article carrier, comprising: 
opposite end panels connected to a bottom panel; 
opposite side panels connected to the end panels; and 
a centrally located handle panel extending substantially 

parallel to the end panels; 
the article carrier being comprised of tWo substantially 

identical carrier units, each carrier unit having an end 
panel and an opposite handle panel ply connected to a 
bottom panel and opposite side panels connected to the 
end panel and to the handle panel; 

the handle panel ply of each carrier unit being adhered to 
each other in face-to-face relationship, Whereby the 
handle panel of the article carrier is comprised of the 
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combined thicknesses of the handle panel ply of each 
carrier unit, the side and bottom panels of each carrier 
unit lying in substantially the same planes as the 
respective side and bottom panels of the other carrier 
unit, the handle panel ply of each carrier unit includes 
a handle opening, the handle openings being aligned in 
the handle panel of the article carrier and the handle 
panel ply of each carrier unit includes a foldably 
connected handle ?ap containing a handle opening 
therein, the handle ?ap of each carrier unit being folded 
against the associated handle panel ply and the handle 
opening of the handle ?ap being aligned With the 
handle opening of the associated handle panel ply, 
Whereby the handle of the article carrier is comprised of 
four plies; and 

the end panel of each carrier unit includes a cutout area 
from Which the handle ?ap of the carrier unit has been 
formed. 

2. A basket-style article carrier as de?ned in claim 1, 
including a partition panel in each carrier unit betWeen the 
end panel thereof and the handle panel ply thereof, the 
partition panel extending betWeen the side panels of the 
carrier unit and being substantially parallel to the handle 
panel ply and the end panel. 

3. A basket-style article carrier as de?ned in claim 2, 
including a plurality of dividers extending from each parti 
tion panel to the nearest end panel and to the handle panel. 

4. A blank for forming a basket-style carrier unit 
employed in an article carrier comprised of tWo substantially 
identical carrier units, each carrier unit having an end panel 
and an opposite handle panel ply connected to a bottom 
panel and further having opposite side panels connected to 
the end panel and to the handle panel, the handle panel ply 
of each carrier unit being adhered to each other in face-to 
face relationship, Whereby the handle panel of the article 
carrier is comprised of the combined thicknesses of the 
handle panel ply of each carrier unit, With the side and 
bottom panels of each carrier unit lying in substantially the 
same planes as the respective side and bottom panels of the 
other carrier unit, comprising: 

a handle panel ply and an adjacent end panel section, the 
handle panel ply containing a handle opening therein; 

a ?rst pair of side panel sections separated by a ?rst slit, 
one of the side panel sections of the ?rst pair being 
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connected by a fold line to the handle panel ply and the 
other side panel section of the ?rst pair being connected 
by a fold line to the end panel section; 

a second pair of side panel sections separated by a second 
slit, one of the side panel sections of the second pair 
being connected by a fold line to the handle panel ply 
and the other side panel section of the second pair being 
connected by a fold line to the end panel section; 

the handle panel ply and the end panel section being 
separated by a third slit; 

a bottom panel ?ap connected to at least one of the end 
panel section and the handle panel ply; and 

means connected to one of the pairs of side panel sections 
for use in forming a carrier unit from the blank, the 
forming means including a fold line aligned With the 
?rst and second slits. 

5. Ablank as de?ned in claim 4, Wherein the third slit has 
end portions aligned With the ?rst and second slits and an 
intermediate transverse portion, the transverse portion of the 
third slit forming a handle ?ap connected to the handle panel 
ply by a fold line, the handle ?ap containing a handle 
opening located so as to be aligned With the handle opening 
in the handle panel ply in a carrier unit formed from the 
blank. 

6. A blank as de?ned in claim 4, Wherein the forming 
means is comprised of a pair of partition panel plies. 

7. A blank as de?ned in claim 4, Wherein the forming 
means is comprised of a pair of riser panel ?aps. 

8. A blank as de?ned in claim 4, Wherein the forming 
means is comprised of a pair of partition panel plies con 
nected by fold lines to one of the pairs of side panel sections 
and a pair of riser panel ?aps connected by fold lines to the 
other pair of side panel sections. 

9. A blank as de?ned in claim 8, including at least one 
divider foldably connected to each partition panel ply, each 
divider having a glue ?ap foldably connected thereto. 

10. A blank as de?ned in claim 9, including a reinforce 
rnent ?ap foldably connected to one of the partition panel 
plies, the reinforcement ?ap being located so as to extend to 
the riser panel of a carrier unit formed from the blank. 

* * * * * 


